**About Bio-magnetism – Bio-magnetic Pair Therapy**

Bio-magnetism or Bio-magnetic Pair Therapy is a new revolutionary, scientific and therapeutic approach to healing that differs from Traditional Medicine, Homeopathy, Herbs and Naturism. It is also a Therapy free of side effects, perfectly compatible with any other traditional or alternative practice.

Bio-magnetism studies, detects, classifies, measures and corrects the fundamental alterations of the pH of living organisms. When the pH is balanced it immediately regulates and corrects the infectious pathologies. This new therapeutic criteria is able to identify the origin of viral and bacterial diseases, as well as glandular dysfunctions caused by pathogenic microorganisms in the organs.

Bio-magnetism consists on applying magnets with well-defined power of medium intensity to balance the pH in certain areas of the body. The therapy is also successfully used to find the origin of a person’s problem. It classifies new pathologies that can be treated, even if those new pathologies have not developed any symptoms yet. Furthermore, the therapy is used to prevent specific chronic, complex, degenerative diseases, syndromes and tumors that affect a person’s health. Current practices of traditional medicine target the symptom or degenerative signs that are caused by a single pathogen and do not target additional pathogens that are also part of an illness process.

The Research has shown that the Bio-magnetic Pairs BMP, may be divided in 4 categories:

1. Regular BMP’s identify pathogenic microorganisms whether they are virus, bacteria, fungi or parasites.
2. Special BMP’s identify tissue alteration not supported by pathogenic microorganisms.
3. Dysfunctional BMP’s are the ones that affect glands and hormonal production.
4. Reservoir BMP’s identify organs or tissue which support potentially pathogenic virus and can keep them in reserve for an indefinite time, until some alteration in the body triggers its sending it to its specific location.

The admirable simplicity of this system allows working with powerful but inoffensive magnets of different forms from which amazing results are obtained. The dysfunctions in the organs that support the distortions of the pH are balanced by a phenomenon called depolarization. This phenomenon is obtained by applying a magnetic field of the same polarity to each of the bio-magnetic poles. This confronts the charges of the BMP and cancels, neutralizes the charges. Finally, the healing process occurs when the pH is balanced and reaches its optimal level that
determines the well being of the person, which before the therapy was altered by the presence of pathogenic microorganisms that distorted the levels of acidity and alkalinity (pH) of the organs. This is what sustains the bio-energetic phenomenon.

**Is Bio-magnetism similar to magnet therapy?**

No. It's totally different from magnetic therapy. The only similarity is the use of magnets.

Bio-magnetism is a comprehensive alternative therapy for diagnosing, healing and preventing disease. It is in no way similar to magnet therapy.

Magnet therapy has been applied with one polar principle just for dysfunction or injuries under two concepts:

a) South pole as analgesic,
b) North pole as anti-inflammatory.

The magnetic fields used for this purpose are of low intensity (between 100 to 500 gauss) and are applied for longer periods of time, hours or days, and in areas that show specific symptoms. The purpose of this explanation is to establish the difference between magnet therapy versus bio-magnetism and bio-energetic pairs.

Bio-magnetism and bio-energetic pairs are a vibrational phenomenon related to medicine and both can be considered as medicinal therapy and medical science. The therapy consists on more than applying magnets with well-defined power of medium intensity, of 1,000 to 15,000 gauss to heal. Time of application varies from 10 - 30 minutes depending on the country location in relation to the equator.
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